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Squidoodle&apos;s Book of Fancy Letters - An Alphabetical Colouring Adventure.All 26 letters of

the alphabet drawn in detailed doodles to color in!Bonus symbols at the end of the book!Each page

printed on a separate sheet to avoid bleeding through to the next!All letters are repeated at the end

of the book in half page size for you to cut out, color and send as gifts!Each letter has little relevant

doodles to spot and find - try and find them all!Bonus code at the back of the book to receive the

name of your choice in downloadable doodle letters! Sit back and relax. Choose your letter. Spot all

the little doodles - and colour your way to happiness with Squidoodle&apos;s Book of Fancy Letters

- An Alphabetical Adult Coloring Adventure by Steve Turner.Â This book contains all the letters of

the alphabet, A-Z, with extra bonus symbols at the end.Â All 26 letters of the alphabet, on single

side pages with doodles items to color in.Taken from the intricate hand drawn pen drawings of

Steve Turner a.k.a Squidoodle. Each letter is detailed and ornate, with doodled items beginning with

that letter. Try and spot as many as you can!As well as the 26 letters of the alphabet there are four

added symbols - & + = and a heart. Each letter sits centrally on the page, away from the spine - you

can cut the letters out, color them and give them as gifts to family or friends.Â After all the full page

illustrations I have also included every single letter and symbol again, in half size, two to a page, for

you to cut out, colour and give to friends and family.Â As if that wasn&apos;t enough, there is a

bonus code at the back of the book for you to receive a FREE name in doodle letters, straight to

your inbox! So the fun never ends.Â All the pages inside this book are taken from the hand drawn

illustrations by Steve Squidoodle Turner. I carefully selected items to be contained in each letter -

making it fun for kids and adults alike. The A contains an astronaut, an apple, an aeroplane, an

anchor.... The B contains a bee, Big Ben, a beetle, balloons.... you get the idea!!Â 
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â€¢ Note: The supplier kindly sent me a review sample for evaluation, the opinions expressed here

are entirely my own â€¢I love adult colouring books is perfect if you enjoy colouring in detailed and

small spaces. I prefer colouring in complicated pictures that take ages to complete. This is nice

because you can start and leave it or in most cases I get glued to it and don't want to stop until I

have finished. It allows you to be creative even if you are not naturally artistic, it will bring out your

creative side. I like matching the colours to use in these alphabet shapes. The fun thing is you can

use loads of different colours and it just keeps looking better and better. With some colouring

images you need to stick to 3 or 4 colours or it starts looking messy and complicated whereas with

the alphabet drawings you can start by colouring in the leaves or a particular item that is repeated

on the letter and then go from there. There are many different techniques and ideas for how to

colour in but in my opinion you should just go with the flow and see where you land up. You can

never make a mistake.I prefer using copic markers because the results are very bright intense

shades but then there are many different ways to colour in and so much choice, coloured pencils

are always great too. A word of caution if you are thinking of using alcohol markers, they will bleed

through to the other side of the page so you would need to put a piece of cardboard there to stop it

leaking on to the next page.The pages are not perforated so you would need to carefully tear the

page out. In total there are 2 x 26 alphabet letters from A - Z and at the back of the book there are a

4 small symbols that are added to the book.
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